Tensor eects in the dipole excitation of neutron-rich 68 Ni nucleus are investigated in the framework of Skyrme
Introduction
As one of the most known collective motion of nuclei, giant dipole resonance (GDR) is dened as 1p1h excitation of nuclei and the resonance energy is found typically between 1225 MeV [1] . Formation of low-energy dipole excitations are also studied by scientists in neutron rich nuclei. This low-energy mode is forming below GDR region (between 4 and 12 MeV) because of the neutron excess and known as pygmy dipole resonances (PDR).
The changes in the width and energy of giant resonances are an important subject. One of them is the nite temperature eect which changes the shape of nuclei with the thermal uctuations. Both theoretical and experimental works based on nite temperature eect have been performed so far [29] . The main outcome is that nucleus becomes deformed, the GDR width increases and position changes slightly especially between T = 03 MeV [29] .
In recent years, another important topic on the nuclear structure and collective response of nuclei is the tensor eect. Addition of tensor parameters to the Skyrme parameters gives rather good results to explain nuclear structure and collective response of nuclei [1013] . Both nite-temperature and tensor eect has some consequences on the shell evaluation and collective motion of nuclei. In this framework, the development of calculations with both nite-temperature and tensor eect is necessary to explain the collective response of nuclei from dierent perspectives.
In this paper, we investigate pygmy and giant dipole excitations in neutron-rich 68 Ni nucleus using the dierent Skyrme tensor parameters at nite temperature. We use the mean-eld theory and employ random phase approximation (RPA) in coordinate space to calculate the isovector pygmy and giant dipole resonances at zero and nite temperature.
Model
Finite-temperature (FT) Green's function G 0 is given by
where
) is the FermiDirac occupation factor and E is the single particle energy. Thus, FTRPA response function, which obeys a BetheSalpeter equation, is
where V ph is the particlehole Skyrme interaction and can be obtained as
where V C (r) is the density-dependent central interaction, V LS (r) is the zero-range spinorbit interaction and V T (r) is the tensor interaction. Then using the Green function FTRPA the strength is obtained as [1] :
and F is evaluated for a dipole excitation operator F = rY 10 .
Finite temperature particlehole and tensor Skyrme interaction can be obtained
whereF 0 ,F 0 ,G 0 are the Landau parameters at the Fermi surface at nite temperature. This ph interaction also contains tensor components as [14] :
where N T = 2mk F /π 2 2 is the density of states andk F is the Fermi momentum at nite temperature. The tensor parts (α T , β T ) are related to the zero-range exchange part of the central interaction and coecients (αβ). The details of the calculations can be found in Ref. [15] .
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Results and discussion
In this work, we present a mean-eld description of isovector pygmy and giant dipole excitation in neutron--rich 68 Ni nucleus at zero and nite temperature. We use FTRPA to determine the nuclear response by using eective nucleonnucleon Skyrme interaction SLy5 [16] . Our calculations are based on a Green function HF+RPA at zero and nite temperature. The interaction we use is based on FT+LandauMigdal representation of the Skyrme interaction [17] .
Results for the PDR region of 68 Ni nucleus within HF+RPA calculations using the dierent kind of the Skyrme tensor parameters are compared in Fig. 1 with their experimental results at nite temperature. As we mentioned in the introduction, it has been known that GDR width increases and GDR components split with nite temperature eect. Recently, the low-energy strength of 68 Ni nucleus has been calculated withnite temperature relativistic RPA (FT+RRPA). It has been shown that GDR strength changes slightly and another low-energy strength is formed below 10.0 MeV at T = 2 MeV [6] . In our calculations, with the inclusion of tensor interaction, low-energy strength increases for T 43, T 64 tensor parameters and gives much more narrower peaks at about 10.5 MeV with respect to nite temperature calculations without tensor correlations. We nd that the low-energy PDR results with and without tensor atnite temperature is closer to the experimental value of energy which is found nearly 11 MeV [18] . However for the PDR strength result with tensor interaction, like T 34, we observe that the strength peak value is much larger than the corresponding experimental value. We have also analyzed PDRGDR collectivity and energy using the T 46 and T 64 tensor parameters at nite temperature as shown in Fig. 2 . The eect of tensor parameters can be seen both in strength function and resonance energy in 68 Ni nuclei at zero and nite temperature in Fig. 2 . We observe that the tensor contribution is more active in GDR for the dierent contributions of protons and neutrons to the tensor force. Tensor parameters with dierent protonneutron contributions are also changing the PDR strength function results. Moreover, strong protonneutron coupling (T 64) gives rather good results at nite temperature in Fig. 2 .
Giant and pygmy strength in the PDRGDR energy region for nite and zero temperature results for the case of nuclei 68 Ni are also compared in Fig. 3 . The PDR GDR strength function calculation results for the case of 68 Ni nucleus at zero and nite temperature are compared in Fig. 3 without tensor correlations. In Fig. 3 while the strength function decreases considerably, resonance energy remains the same in the PDR region. However, the inclusion of nite temperature increases strength function in GDR region and gives a clear peak. 4. Conclusion In summary, we calculated and compared the isovector giant and pygmy dipole strength in the PDRGDR energy region in neutron-rich 68 Ni nucleus with dierent tensor parameters at nite temperature. We nd that the PDRGDR collectivity of this neutron-rich nuclei depends on the chosen protonneutron or particle-like tensor terms at nite temperature. We show that both nite temperature and tensor interaction changes the collective response of 68 Ni nucleus. In particular, inclusion of tensor interaction to the nite temperature eect changes the response function.
